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Non-allopathic treatment methods still play a
substantial role in management of orthopaedic injuries in
Sri Lanka despite the provision of free allopathic health
care in state sector. Traditional healing (‘deshiya
chikithsa’/‘Sinhala wedakama’) has been practiced for
centuries, well before the establishment of allopathic
system [1]. These physicians are highly patronised on
cultural background, thus treatment failures/complications
may not be appreciated. As some of the traditional
treatment methods contradict the lopathic management
(AM) principles, a certain amount of mutual antagonism
and distrust has been developed, which delays referrals
from traditional bone healers (TBH) or patient return to
AM after complications/failures of traditional treatment.
The objective of this study was to analyze the functional
outcome after delayed AM in a series of patients treated
initially by TBH for orthopaedic injuries.
During this retrospective review, sixty nine
consecutive patients who had delayed AM after TBH
treatment, managed at a single orthopaedic unit at National
Hospital of Sri Lanka from October 2009 to September
2010 were analysed. All patients had fractures/
dislocations. Patients treated with home remedies and
patients who had soft tissue injuries were excluded.
Operative/follow up records and a self-administered
questionnaire provided the data. Among patients who
were subjected to intervention, functional outcome was
assessed by using a visual analogue score ranging from 0
to 10 after 2-4 months from treatment. During the
assessment, upper limb functions affecting activities of
daily living and the persons’ profession was the main
concern and independency for locomotion was the main
concern in lower limb injuries. An outcome score above 6
was considered excellent, between 4-6 was satisfactory
and below 4 was unsatisfactory.
Study population consisted of 38 females and 31
males. Median age was 52 (range 8-95) years. Forty four
(64%) patients had no school education or had primary
education. Nineteen (27.5%) and six (8.5%) patients had
completed secondary or tertiary education respectively.
All had a government allopathic medical centre available
within 5 km. Fifty three (77%) could reach a government
base hospital armed by a consultant surgeon, within one
hour of travelling. Majority (71%) of the cohort initially
believed that TBH treatment was better for orthopaedic
injuries. This was further confirmed by 20 (29%) having
positive previous experiences. Cost of AM was the reason
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for two (3%) patients to seek TBH treatment and
unavailability of access to AM was not considered by
anyone. Median delay prior to reaching AM was 2.5
months (range 3 days-3years). Non union (20), delayed
union (18), vascular necrosis (9), malunion (8) and soft
tissue infection (8) were the common complications at
presentation to AM.
Table 1 summarises the management options and
functional outcome. Thirty four and twenty three patients
had excellent and satisfactory short term outcome.
Treatment outcome was unsatisfactory in five cases. Seven
patients were not intervened. Six of them had fractured
neck of the femur complicated with grade 3 pressure sores,
orthostatic pneumonia or urinary sepsis. One who had a
flexed, ankylosed elbow due to non-reduced elbow
dislocation could be intervened in the future when
arthroplasty prosthesis becomes available in government
hospitals.
Fracture treatment is rapidly evolving in allopathic
orthopaedics and emphasis is on early mobilisation and
rapid return to the home environment. Internal fixation is
therefore becoming the preferred choice of treatment in
dedicated centres but closed reduction and maintenance
with external casting is also accepted. Radiographic
imaging plays a vital role in achieving an anatomical
reduction. Antibiotics, analgesics, vaccinations and
rehabilitation methodologies synergistically improve the
ultimate outcome. Despite the absence of such assisting
modalities, non allopathic orthopaedic treatment is still
accepted worldwide, commonly in developing countries.
Published literature usually highlights the complications
of native treatment methods [2-6].
Published studies highlight lack of availability and
cost of AM as the two main determinants for the patients
to consider TBH treatment [4, 5]. In the current study
these two factors had a minimal impact on the decision
making possibly due to the provision of free health care
by the State with a widespread network of allopathic
medical centres in Sri Lanka. All patients had complications
of the initial injury or previous treatment at the arrival to
AM. Bonesetters’ gangrene requiring proximal amputation
and chronic osteomyelitis are highlighted in literature but
the index cohort did not encounter such dreaded
complications. Refusal of TBH to treat compound fractures
and early return of patients to allopathic system in the
presence of superficial infections can be considered as
preventive factors.
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Table 1. Management options and functional outcome following allopathic management (mean value
of visual analogue score is stated within parenthesis; score >6 Excellent, score between 4-6 Satisfactory, Score <4 Unsatisfactory; ORIF- Open reduction and internal fixation, MUA - Manipulation under
anaesthesia)
Type of intervention

Outcome

Total

Excellent

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

4 (8)

1 (6)

-

5 (7.6)

Hip hemiarthroplasty

4 (8.5)

3 (5.7)

-

7 (7.3)

ORIF – femur

2 (8.5)

-

-

2 (8.5)

-

1 (6)

-

1 (6)

1 (8)

-

-

1 (8)

3 (8.3)

1 (6)

-

4 (7.8)

1 (8)

1 (6)

-

2 (7)

-

1 (5)

1 (3)

2 (4)

1 (7)

1 (6)

1 (3)

3 (5.3)

3 (7.3)

1 (6)

-

4 (7)

ORIF – humerus

1 (7)

-

-

1 (7)

Corrective osteotomy – humerus *

2 (7)

1 (6)

-

3 (6.7)

5 (8.4)

1 (6)

-

6 (8)

Excision of head of radius *

2 (7)

2 (6)

-

4 (6.5)

Excision of styloid of ulna *

2 (7)

1 (6)

-

3 (6.7)

Proximal carpal excision *

-

1 (5)

-

1 (5)

Arthrodesis of wrist *

-

2 (5)

1 (3)

3 (4.3)

3 (8.6)

2 (6)

-

5 (7.6)

Rehabilitation with physiotherapy,
occupational therapy and orthosis *

-

3 (5.3)

2 (3)

5 (4.2)

Total

34

23

5

62

Total hip arthroplasty *

Femur – reconstruction *
Tibial plateau fracture fixation
and anterior cruciate repair
ORIF – tibia
ORIF – bimalleolar fracture
Arthrodesis of ankle *
MUA – leg fractures
Open reduction of shoulder *

ORIF – radius and ulna

MUA – forearm fractures

(*Alternative procedures carried out due to delay of presentation/complications of TBH treatment)
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Majority of the patients were subject to
intervention with open surgical procedures. Some
patients required alternative procedures due to the delay
of presentation or complications of previous treatment.
Despite such drawbacks due to late presentation or
complications, mort of the study population had
excellent or satisfactory functional outcome after
delayed allopathic interventions.
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Shift in the transmission pattern of dengue serotypes and concurrent
infection with more than one dengue virus serotype
Ceylon Medical Journal 2011; 56: 176-178

Sri Lanka experienced an outbreak of dengue in 2009
with the number of hospitalised cases reaching epidemic
proportions. Previous outbreaks experienced in 1989 and
2000 have been attributed to the emergence of new clades
of DEN-3 (dengue virus serotype 3[1].
All four serotypes of dengue have been cotransmitting in the country for many years [2]. However,
they do not occur in equal abundance. In a series of 477
dengue tests done in Colombo in 2007, among 55 positive
detections, the serotypes detected were DEN-1 in 1 (1.8%);
DEN-2 (dengue virus serotype 2) in 25 (40.0%), and DEN3 in 19 (34.5%). DEN-4 (dengue virus serotype 4) was not
detected. The serotype could not be determined in 9
(16.3%) [3]. It is well known that shifts in the relative
abundance of serotypes could result in dengue outbreaks.
There is however, no systematic surveillance to detect
shifts in the transmission pattern of dengue serotypes in
Sri Lanka. We have been performing dengue testing since
January 2006. We performed dengue molecular serotyping
on samples in which the dengue virus was detected. The
samples sent for testing were from patients with fever. It is
not known whether a diagnosis of dengue fever had been
made in these patients, at what day of fever the samples
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were collected, or what the clinical outcomes were. Since
our laboratory is a free standing laboratory we do not
have access to the clinical records of the patients to
correlate the clinical picture with our results. Although
our data is not representative of the entire country it
appears to be one of the sources of data available on the
molecular serotypes prevalent in Sri Lanka during this
outbreak.
Testing for dengue was performed as follows: viral
RNA was extracted from serum using the NucleoSpin®
nucleic acid purification kit (Macherey Nagel, Germany)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Primers
described by Lanciotti and colleagues were employed to
detect the C and PrM genes of the dengue virus [4].
Thereafter Reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR was carried out.
Briefly, 10 μl of the extracted viral RNA was mixed with
100μM Random Hexamer primer at 70ºC for 5 minutes. Then
7 μl of RT mix containing 5x Reaction Buffer [250 mM TrisHCl (PH 8.3 at 25ºC), 250 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 50 mM
DTT] (Fermentas, USA), 10 mM of dNTP (Promega, USA),
40U RNase inhibitor (Fermentas, USA) were added into
the mixture and incubated at 25ºC for 5 minutes. 40U of
MMLV Reverse transcriptase enzyme (Fermentas, USA)
was then added and incubated at 37ºC for 60 minutes for
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